
 

What kind of texts persuade? 
 Adverts 

 Letter 
 Speech 

Text Features  

Sentences 

You NEED  to: 

 Use adjectives and adverbs for         

description and persuasive effect. 

 Use 1st, 2nd and 3rd person pronouns. 

 Use prepositions for detail and effect. 

 Express time, place and cause using  

conjunctions. 

 Use fronted adverbials to show how, 

when or where. 

 Rhetorical questions. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Use expanded noun phrases to add  

detail.  

 Use subordinate clauses to add detail 

or context. 

 Use a range of sentence openers for    

effect eg. -ly, subordinate clauses,    

imperative verbs. 

 Begin to use relative clauses. 

 Sentences of 3. 

 

Punctuation 

You NEED  to: 

 Use question and  exclamation marks. 

 Use apostrophes to show singular     

possession. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Commas after fronted adverbials. 

 Commas with subordinate clauses 

where appropriate. 

Text Structure/Cohesion 

You NEED  to: 

 Begin to group related text into         

paragraphs. 

 Use a range of conjunctions for flow and 

to link ideas within a paragraph. 

 Use a range of adverbials to sequence 

events. 

 Use persuasive vocabulary. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Write an introduction explaining your 

viewpoint. 

 Develop a hook to grab the reader’s  

attention. 

 Topic sentences. 
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What kind of texts persuade? 
 Adverts 

 Letter 
 Speech 

Text Features  

Sentences 

You NEED  to: 

 Use fronted adverbials to show how/

when an event takes place. 

 Use exaggerated and superlative noun 

phrases.  

 Develop complex sentences using a range 

of subordinating conjunctions. 

 Use subordinate clauses to add detail or 

context. 

 Use a range of sentence openers to     

engage the reader. 

 Use modal verbs. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Expand and vary fronted adverbials to 

add detail. 

 Begin to use relative clauses. 

 Vary sentence length. 

 Use conditional sentences. 

 

 

Punctuation 

You NEED  to: 

 Use commas after fronted adverbials and 

with subordinate clauses. 

 Use apostrophes to show possession, 

including for plural nouns. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Commas for relative clauses. 

 

 

Text Structure/Cohesion 

You NEED  to: 

 Write in paragraphs for each point. 

 Range of connectives for adding and 

contrasting. 

 Use a range of conjunctions for flow 

and to link ideas within and across. 

 Use nouns and pronouns appropriately 

for clarity, cohesion and to avoid     

repetition. 

 Write introductions and conclusions.  

 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Link paragraphs maintaining persuasive 

tone. 

 Linked conclusion to introduction. 

 Use persuasive devices selectively across 

the text. 

 Emotive language.  
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What kind of texts persuade? 
 Adverts 

 Letter 
 Speech 

Text Features  

Sentences 

You NEED  to: 

 Use subordinate, including relative, clauses to 

add detail or context. 

 Secure use of compound sentences using 

FANBOYS. 

 Use a range of sentence openers for effect, eg. 

imperative verbs and adverbials of certainty. 

 Use exaggerated and superlative noun phrases. 

 Vary sentence length for effect. 

 Rhetorical questions to engage the reader. 

 Use conditional sentences. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Full range of subordinate clauses. 

 Begin to vary the position of subordinate   

clauses including relative clauses. 

 Elaboration of multi-clause sentence openers. 

 Subjunctive form for formality. 

 

Punctuation 

You NEED  to: 

 Use apostrophes for possession and         

contraction. 

 Use brackets for incidentals. 

 Use commas and dashes to emphasise       

additional information. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Begin to use colons, dashes and semi colons to 

join clauses. 

 Choose brackets, commas or dashes          

appropriately depending on context. 

 

Text Structure/Cohesion 

You NEED  to: 

 Use devices to build cohesion within and 

across paragraphs. 

 Clearly structured points in a specific order. 

 Linking ideas across paragraphs using      

adverbials. 

 Rhetorical questions. 

 Clear introduction outlining viewpoint. 

 Clear conclusion summarising main points. 

 Adapt language to suit text type e.g formal, 

informal, emotive. 

Next, we would like you to try: 

 Experiment with cohesive devices to link ideas 

across paragraphs, eg. range of adverbials, 

range of conjunctions. 

 Vary paragraph length for effect. 

 Clearly linked introductions and conclusions  

appropriate to text type. 

 Use organisational devices to suit text type. 

 Repeat words or phrases for effect. 
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What kind of texts persuade? 
 Adverts 

 Letter 
 Speech 

Text Features  

Sentences 

You NEED  to: 

 Use relative clauses to add detail. 

 Use expanded noun phrases to convey    

information concisely. 

 Switch verb tenses within a text where    

appropriate. 

 Vary the position of subordinate clauses to 

add detail or context.  

 Use complex sentences with varied use of 

clauses. 

 Confidently use a range of sentence openers 

Next, we would like you to try to independently 

and consistently edit and improve your writing 

so that you have: 

 Used a range of simple, complex and elaborate     

sentences. 

 Used shorter and longer sentences chosen       

deliberately for effect. 

 Moved sentence chunks for effect. 

 

Punctuation 

You NEED  to: 

 Use of semi colon, colon and dash to mark 

the boundary between independent clauses. 

 Use correct punctuation of bullet points. 

 

Next, we would like you to try to independently and 

consistently edit and improve your writing so that you 

have: 

 Used a full range of punctuation for effect. 

 

Text Structure/Cohesion 

You NEED  to: 

 Linking ideas across paragraphs using a 

wider range of cohesive devices,          

eg. repetition, adverbials, pronouns.  

 Clearly linked introductions and conclusions 

appropriate to text type. 

 Use organisational devices to suit text type. 

 Vary paragraph length for effect. 

 Appropriate choice of emotive language 

based on text type. 

Next, we would like you to try to independently and 

consistently edit and improve your writing so that you 

have: 

 Securely linked and balanced paragraphs. 

 Used a range of techniques to engage the reader. 

 Used different techniques to conclude texts. 

 Developed use of emotive language. 
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